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Skyworks Launches the World's First GSM/GPRS Radio in a Fully Integrated Dime-Sized 
Package; Unprecedented Solution Gives Handset Manufacturers Significant Size, Cost and 
Time-to-Market Advantages 
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WOBURN, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jan. 21, 2003--Skyworks Solutions Inc. (Nasdaq:SWKS), the industry's leading wireless 
semiconductor company focused on radio frequency (RF) and complete cellular system solutions for mobile communications 
applications, today unveiled the world's first complete handset radio system that fits into a single, dime-sized package.  

Skyworks' SKY74073 Single Package Radio (SPR)™ solution combines all of the radio circuitry required for GSM/GPRS 
900/1800 handsets into a single compact package that is one-third the size of alternative solutions created from discrete 
components. 

The radio system and packaging breakthrough saves handset designers significant space, cost and design-cycle time while 
providing a roadmap for quad-band and 3G handsets in the future.  

"Our Single Package Radio solution represents a fusion of Skyworks' core capabilities including leadership components, 
process technologies and packaging techniques," said David J. Aldrich, Skyworks' president and chief executive officer. 

"As one of our highest priority product development areas from the time of our company launch last summer, this radio-in-a-
package solution exemplifies the synergy created from the merger of Alpha Industries and Conexant's wireless business as it 
leverages best-in-class technologies from each organization."  

"With launch of the world's most highly integrated RF section, we are leading the way in support of our customers' drive 
towards simplified handset architectures, smaller form factors, shorter product life cycles and lower system costs," said Mohy F. 
Abdelgany, Skyworks' vice president of RF Systems. 

"At the same time, we're creating a significant opportunity for Skyworks to capture additional semiconductor content within the 
handset, and gain market share by virtue of our strong product differentiation." 

The Single Package Radio solution combines a transceiver, power amplifier (PA) and associated controller, two surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) filters, and a switchplexer module that includes switches and low-pass filters in a compact 40-pin 13x13-
millimeter laminate multi-chip module (MCM) package with excellent insulation properties.  

Until now, handset manufacturers had to combine discrete components in an area three times the size, while also resolving 
difficult board- and circuit-level RF design issues and bearing the costs of shielding, insertion/assembly and other discrete-
component integration tasks. 

The SKY74073's package significantly reduces these and other design and engineering costs, as well as the three to five RF-
board design turns that are typically required over as many as eight to nine months in design-cycle time.  

Skyworks' Single Package Radio solution leverages the company's leadership expertise in PA module, switch and direct 
conversion transceiver technology. It incorporates functional blocks fabricated with proven high-performance process 
technologies to optimize performance and power efficiency. 

Skyworks uses the same wafer-level testing and packaging technology for the SKY74073 product that it has used to produce 
and ship more than 200 million PA modules to date and more than 300 million switches each year. 

Technical Details 

At the heart of Skyworks' SKY74073 is the company's award-winning Full Type-approved (FTA) single-chip direct conversion 
transceiver technology, which is included in more than 50 mobile platform designs. 



The transceiver's direct conversion architecture eliminates costly intermediate-frequency (IF) conversion steps while reducing 
the number of components required to support multi-band GSM/GPRS handsets and agile channel switching enables support 
of GPRS multi-slot operation.  

PA functionality is provided by a proven Skyworks module that incorporates an EGSM900 PA block, a DCS1800/PCS1900 PA 
block, impedance-matching circuitry for 50 ohm input and output and bias control circuitry. Two separate HBT PA blocks are 
fabricated on a single gallium arsenide (GaAs) die to provide maximum performance in the smallest possible footprint. 

Skyworks has a wide variety of specialty process technology expertise, including silicon germanium (SiGe) and 0.35-micron 
bipolar complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (BiCMOS) process technologies for creating integrated RF solutions, and 
unique gallium arsenide (GaAs) manufacturing capabilities such as pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor (PHEMT), 
AlGaAs and indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) for RF switch and power-amplifier 
applications. 

Pricing and Availability 

Skyworks' SKY74073 Single Package Radio solution is sampling now with volume production scheduled to take place in the 
third calendar quarter of 2003. The module is priced at $12.95 in quantities of 10,000. 

About Skyworks 

Skyworks Solutions, Inc. is the industry's leading wireless semiconductor company focused on RF and complete cellular system 
solutions for mobile communications applications. The company began operations in June 2002, following the completion of the 
merger between Alpha Industries, Inc. and Conexant Systems, Inc.'s wireless communications business. Skyworks is focused on 
providing front-end modules, RF subsystems and cellular systems to wireless handset and infrastructure customers worldwide.  

Skyworks is headquartered in Woburn, Mass., with executive offices in Irvine, Calif. The company has design, engineering, 
manufacturing, marketing, sales and service facilities throughout North America, Europe, Japan and Asia Pacific. For more 
information please visit www.skyworksinc.com.  

Safe Harbor Statement 

This news release includes "forward-looking statements" intended to qualify for the safe harbor from liability established by the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements include information relating to future results 
of Skyworks (including certain projections and business trends). All such statements are subject to certain risks and 
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected, and may affect our future operating 
results, financial position and cash flows. 

These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to: maintaining a consistent and reliable source of energy; global 
economic and market conditions, such as the cyclical nature of the semiconductor industry and the markets addressed by the 
company's and its customers' products; demand for and market acceptance of new and existing products; the ability to 
develop, manufacture and market innovative products in a rapidly changing technological environment; the ability to compete 
with products and prices in an intensely competitive industry; product obsolescence; losses or curtailments of purchases from 
key customers or the timing of customer inventory adjustments; the timing of new product introductions; the availability and 
extent of utilization of raw materials, critical manufacturing equipment and manufacturing capacity; pricing pressures and other 
competitive factors; changes in product mix; fluctuations in manufacturing yields; the ability to continue to grow and maintain an 
intellectual property portfolio and obtain needed licenses from third parties; the ability to attract and retain qualified personnel; 
labor relations of the company, its customers and suppliers; economic, social and political conditions in the countries in which 
Skyworks, its customers or its suppliers operate, including security risks, possible disruptions in transportation networks and 
fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates; and the uncertainties of litigation, as well as other risks and uncertainties, 
including but not limited to those detailed from time to time in the company's Securities and Exchange Commission filings.  

These forward-looking statements are made only as of the date hereof, and the company undertakes no obligation to update 
or revise the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.  

Note to Editors: Skyworks and Skyworks Solutions are trademarks or registered trademarks of Skyworks Solutions Inc. or its 
subsidiaries in the United States and in other countries. All other brands and names listed are trademarks of their respective 
companies. 
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